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Motivation

Surface electromyography (sEMG) are
the basis of muscle-machine-interfaces
(MMI), accurate decoding of those
signals an important step in
applications such as rehabilitation
robotics.

sEMG exhibits strong inter-subject
variability, due to factors such as
muscle physiology or skin thickness
[1-2], which makes decoders perform
poorly on new subjects

Automatically learning subject features
could help stabilize sEMG decoders

Data & Method

Data
We use the publicly available Database 2 from
the NinaPro-project [3]:

Subjects Repetitions Channels Exercises
40 6 12 49

The data was split into 200ms segments using
a stride of 10 ms and filtered to remove noise

Method
We train a network to recognize subjects based
on sEMG, utilizing low dimensional feature
vectors of variable size

We use data from repetitions 1,3,4 and 6 for
training and repetitions 2 and 5 for evaluation

Model

: A raw 12-channel sEMG snippet of 200 ms is reshaped and
feed into a CNN model. Low-dimensional features are learned
while classifying the signal to one out of 40 subjects.

Train and Validation Recognition Accuracy of 40 known subjects

: Train and test accuracy for recognizing the 40 subjects of DB2. We reports results with learned feature vector of sizes N = 40,30,20,105,3 & 2

Correlation between learned and known features

: Correlation of learned 2D and 3D features with known features of the subject. The learned features do not
correlate strongly with any specific feature measured. Only a small correlation between learned dimensions and
age is noticeable. The learned feature dimensions show strong correlation with one another.

PCA of learned 2D and 3D features

: PCA of the internal representation layers learned by the 2D and the 3D network. Each point represents a
randomly chosen sEMG snippet. The color shows the subject IDs. We notice a strong similarity between both
learned representation. The ReLu activation does not seem to make optimal use of space.

Conclusion

Subjects can be recognized from sEMG with high accuracy

Even when learning low dimensional features, the accuracy drops are
marginal until five dimensions

Other activation functions for the feature representation could be
considered

Future work will explore how suitable these features are for stabilizing
sEMG movement classifiers
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